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We report measurements of the specific heat of thick helium films to test scaling predictions near
the superfluid transition, Tl . These films, bounded by two silicon wafers, range in thickness from
0.107 to 0.692 mm. The specific heat of the films is suppressed relative to that of bulk helium, and
the difference of the data from bulk helium scales well with the exponent of the correlation length.
We propose an empirical scaling function which fits the data well for T . Tl , and yields the surface
specific heat. We also compare the data with various theoretical calculations and experiments. We find
that the calculations underestimate the effect of confinement. [S0031-9007(97)02843-3]
PACS numbers: 67.40.Kh, 65.20. + w, 67.70. + n

where t0 is defined by jst0 d  L. a is the exponent
of the heat capacity [8]. The function f1 stL1yn d, valid
throughout the transition region, has also been determined
via Monte Carlo simulations of the XY model [9].
In order to test these predictions, one needs a range
of uniform confinement sizes. In our experiments, this
is achieved by confining helium films between two, 2 in
diameter silicon wafers. One wafer has a SiO2 pattern
made lithographically consisting of a triangular array of
squares (0.25 3 0.25 mm2 , 1 mm apart) [4], surrounded
by a 4 mm wide circular border. The thickness of the
SiO2 defines the confinement size. The other wafer has
a small central hole used to introduce helium into the
cell. These two wafers are bonded together using direct
wafer bonding [10,11]. This improves our earlier protocol
[12], and is much more reliable. Diagnostics of the

bonding quality include infrared (IR) imaging and IR
interference experiments [11,12]. From the latter, the
separation between the bonded wafers can be measured at
various positions. This is shown in Fig. 1 as a continuous
surface. The gap between the wafers has about 1%
uniformity. Its magnitude is in good agreement with the
SiO2 thickness determined by ellipsometry after the oxide
growth process. After bonding, the wafers are assembled
for ac calorimetry [13]. A film heater is evaporated on
the wafers; they are connected to a stainless steel fill line
and mounted on the cryostat, Fig. 2. The central structure
involving the nickel sleeve is designed to interface the
silicon with the metal structure of the filling line and avoid
difficulties associated with differential contraction [12].
Germanium thermometers, u1 and u2 , are used to regulate
the cell temperature and measure the heat capacity signal.
The regulation is done with a time constant much longer
than the period of ac oscillations and has no effect on
the heat capacity signal. Two isothermal stages are used
to prevent temperature inversion in the cell by keeping
TS1 . Tcell . TS2 . The heat drain on top of the cell is
via a webbing of indium wires connected to a copper wire
leading to S2 .
The heat capacity is measured using a heating frequency varying from 10 to 40 Hz for different cells. The
response of each cell, with and without helium, is studied
throughout the transition region to determine the operating
frequency, and the relation of the signal amplitude to the
heat capacity. This frequency is then kept constant for a
given cell. The temperature oscillations, which are at the
simplest inversely proportional to the heat capacity, are
picked up as voltage signals. These signals are averaged
from 1 to 5 min. This allows one to make high precision
measurements on m-mole size samples using temperature
oscillations of only a few mK in amplitude. When the cell
is filled, helium is allowed to fill a small portion of the
center Si piece, Fig. 2. Thus, if the cell temperature is allowed to drift slowly, the drift rate is sensitive to the heat
capacity of the bulk helium present in the fill line region.
This causes a kink in the rate of temperature change at Tl ,
and yields Tl to within 61.5 mK. The bulk helium also
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The motivation for this work was to study effects
of confinement on the heat capacity of liquid 4 He near
the superfluid transition temperature, Tl . Compared to
bulk helium, the heat capacity of a finite sample is suppressed, and the maximum is rounded and shifted below Tl . The magnitude of these effects depends on the
confinement size L, boundary conditions, and, if appropriate, the lower crossover dimension of the confined
system.
According to correlation length scaling [1] it is expected that these effects depend on the variable jyL,
where j  j0 jtj2n is the divergent bulk correlation
length, with n  0.6705 [2], and t  T yTl 2 1. This
scaling has come into question from a number of experiments [3,4], while others, done for a single confinement
[5,6], have found consistency with this prediction. We
report here the first measurements of heat capacity for
a series of equivalent planar confinements which support
scaling.
The scaling functions f1 stL1yn d and f2 stL1yn d for the
heat capacity have been calculated using field theory [7],
fCst, `d 2 Cst, Ldgt a  stL1yn da f2 stL1yn d ,

(1)

fCst, Ld 2 Cst0 , `dgL2ayn  f1 stL1yn d ,

(2)
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FIG. 1(color). Measured separation between two bonded
wafers. The surface in this figure is constructed from 30
individual measurements on a 25 3 25 mm2 grid on the
surface of the wafers.

has a relatively large thermal mass which enhances the
long term temperature stability but prevents it from contributing to the ac oscillations. This was verified explicitly by measuring a single wafer with and without helium
in the filling line. The heat capacity of the wafer plus addenda actually decreases a small amount when helium is
present in the fill line because of the thermal loading of
the center structure. We allow for this in our data analysis. The background heat capacity, measured for each
cell, is in the range of 30 40 mJyK near Tl .
The specific heat of helium as a function of reduced
temperature for various confinements is shown in Fig. 3.
In this plot the heat capacity breaks up into two branches,

FIG. 2(color). Arrangement of experimental cell for ac
calorimetry. Drawing is schematic and not to scale.
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one above and one below Tl . The bulk specific heat [14]
appears as two nearly parallel lines. The heat capacity
of the confined helium is suppressed and is continuous
through Tl . For T . Tl , the data for the larger films
asymptote to within 1% of the expected value based on
the geometry of the cell. For T , Tl , the heat capacity
maximum is rounded and shifted further below Tl the
smaller the confinement. However, for this branch we
measure asymptotically in some cases an excess of heat
capacity, and also observe a shoulder below the heat
capacity maximum. These features manifest after the
helium in the cell becomes superfluid, i.e., below the
maximum. They are due to two mechanisms: the coupling
via the superfluid in the cell to the center region under the
silicon piece, and the onset of a resonance mode which
we have called adiabatic fountain resonance [15]. This
can be used to determine the superfluid fraction, but, at
the same time, interferes with the heat capacity signal by
distorting the frequency response. Thus, data for T , Tl
have to be truncated for the scaling analysis slightly below
the heat capacity maximum.
Scaling plots for the data are shown in Fig. 4 for
both above and below Tl . We find that n  0.6705 [2]
gives good collapse of the data onto universal curves
[16]. The collapse is best for T . Tl , and there are,
perhaps, some small systematic differences for T , Tl
near the maximum. It is possible that these might be
due to nonuniversal aspects associated with 2D crossover.
For T . Tl , where the collapse is over nearly 5 decades
in the scaling variable, x  tL1yn , we find qualitative
agreement with theoretical calculation of f2 [7]. The
theory, however, underestimates the effect of confinement

FIG. 3.

Specific heat for four planar confinements.
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gion 210 , x , 10. On this plot, this corresponds to the
data falling below the theory.
We propose the following empirical scaling function
for T . Tl ,
fCst, `d 2 Cst, Ldgt a 

FIG. 4. Scaling of the specific heat for various confinement
sizes, n  0.6705, L is in Å, the specific heat in Jymol K.

for small x. The data are suppressed more and so lie
above the theory in this plot. The range of data for the
T , Tl branch have to be limited to slightly below the
maximum for the reasons discussed above. We believe
the collapse shown in Fig. 4 is the first for a series of
heat capacity measurements for planar confinement on
any system.
We also compare the data with Monte Carlo simulations [9] and the function f1 [7] in Fig. 5. The data
again show good collapse but do not agree quantitatively
with the calculation. As before, the calculations underestimate the effect of confinement, particularly in the re-

FIG. 5. Comparison of specific heat data with theoretical
calculations of the scaling function f1 . L is in Å, the specific
heat in Jymol K.
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where we introduce a dimensionless variable y 
tsLya0 d1yn  xsa0 d21yn , and the thickness of one atomic
layer a0  3.56 Å. Also, Aya  2337 Jymol K is the
ratio of leading amplitude and exponent of Cst, `d; see
Gasparini and Gaeta [14]. Equation (3) has the correct
limit expected on a basis of a bulk-plus-surface division
of the free energy [4,17], i.e., the surface specific heat.
Also, as y becomes small, it has the correct dependence
expected on the basis that Cst, Ld becomes a constant.
The solid line through the data in Fig. 4 is a least
squares fit to this function. The resulting parameters
are a  1.747 6 0.073, b  353.7 6 0.2 Jymol K, and
c  1.765 6 0.071. The surface specific heat, Cs ,
follows from Eq. (3) in the limit that y ! `,
µ
∂
Aya
b
lim fCst, `d 2 Cst, Ldgt a 
1
y 2n
y!`
a
c
µ
∂
Aya
b a0 2n

1
t , (4)
a
c L
L
 2Cs ,
(5)
fCst, `d 2 Cst, Ldg
2a0
Cs  23.7t 2sa1nd Jymol K ,

(6)

where Eq. (5) is from Eq. (2.23) of Ref. [4], and Eq. (6)
is obtained by using the given Aya and values of a, b,
and c determined from the fit. From the large x limit
of f2 in Ref. [7] we estimate the amplitude for Eq. (6)
to be 23.9 Jymol K. This is good agreement, which is
expected since theory and data agree for large values of
the scaling variable x; see Figs. 4 and 5.
Last we compare our results with the data obtained for
a series of cylindrical confinement in Nuclepore filters
[3]. These represent crossover to 1D as j becomes large.
These data yielded results which disagree with scaling.
This conclusion was based on an analysis which demanded
scaling of these data together with data for unsaturated
films of helium. Further, the Nuclepore data yielded a
scaling exponent much less than n when fitted to a pure
power law for the scaling function [17]. If one does
not impose these constraints, and one ignores the data for
300 Å confinement, which are, in fact, the least precise,
then the Nuclepore results are not inconsistent with the
present results. The most significant difference between
the Nuclepore and the present data is for T , Tl in the
region of the minimum in the scaling function, Fig. 4,
i.e., the maximum in the specific heat. In the case of
the 1D crossover (cylindrical) the maximum has a smaller
value than in the case of the 2D crossover (planar). This
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translates into an inflection point in the scaling function
rather than the deep minimum see in Fig. 4. This we
believe is a significant difference in the data, and we
associate it with the different crossover dimensionality.
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